Santa’s List
Window Quilt
Finishes to approx. 41½” x 47½”

CUT FABRICS

Trim panel to 30” wide × 36” long.

From brown mottled, cut:
- (16) 2½” × 9” rectangles
- (16) 2½” × 2½” squares

From gold ombre, cut:
- (16) 9½” × 2½” rectangles (down length of fabric, in various shades)

From dark brown, cut:
- (12) 1½” × 11” strips for vertical sashing
- (3) 1½” × WOF strips for horizontal sashing
- (5) 1½” × WOF” strips for borders

From brown metallic plaid, cut:
- (5) 2½” × WOF strips for binding

ASSEMBLE QUILT

Carefully cut panel into (4) rows that are each 9” tall. Cut each row into (4) rectangles that are 7½” wide.

--- 7½” --- 7½” --- 7½” --- 7½” --- 9”
--- 9” --- 9” --- 9” --- 9”
--- 9” --- --- 9” ---

Draw diagonal line on wrong side of (1) brown mottled square. Place square on the left side of (1) gold ombre rectangle, RST, aligning corners and noting the direction of the diagonal.

Sew on diagonal line. Trim seam allowance to ¼”.

Press open toward corner.

Repeat to make a total of (16) brown/gold units.
Sew (1) brown mottled 2½” × 9” rectangle to the left side of each panel block, pressing toward brown mottled.

Using a design wall, lay out blocks, keeping panel pieces in order. Place gold ombre fabrics at bottom of panel rectangles, using the color gradation to resemble lamp light hitting the window. Add (1) brown/gold unit to the bottom of each panel block, pressing toward brown/gold unit.

Add vertical sashing to right side of blocks 1, 2, and 3 in each row.

Double check position of each block, making sure they are in the correct order. Sew blocks together in rows, pressing toward sashing.

Add horizontal sashing to the bottom of rows 1, 2, and 3. Press toward sashing. Sew rows together. Press toward sashing.

Join borders into one long strip. Add borders to left and right side of quilt, and trim to be even with the quilt. Press toward border. Add borders to top and bottom of quilt, and trim to be even with the quilt. Press toward border.

**Finish Quilt**

Layer quilt top, batting, and backing. Quilt as desired.

Join binding strips into one long strip. Fold binding strip in half lengthwise with wrong sides together and press. Line up raw edges of the binding strip with the raw edge of the quilt. Sew the binding to the front side of the quilt, starting at any side. Turn the binding over and machine stitch to the back of the quilt.

**Recommended Products**

- Creative Grids Folded Corner Clipper Tool #CGRFCC
- Creative Grids 2½” × 24½” Ruler
- Olfa 45mm Original Rotary Cutter

Available at ShabbyFabrics.com
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As seen on the HOW TO MAKE AN EASY ATTIC WINDOW QUILT USING A PANEL video featured on our YouTube channel: YouTube.com/Shabby Fabrics

KITS are available at ShabbyFabrics.com while supplies last!